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Sweet Sixteen!

The other day, one of our longer serving Road Captains
was in a local store. He got talking to the owner, a
pleasant geezer he had never met before.

It was probably his
T-shirt, but it quickly
emerged that the
store owner also
had a Harley whiling
away the winter
days at home.

Just as quickly, it
transpired that they
were both members
of a club. “But just a
minute”, said the
store owner, with
sudden concern,
“which Surrey club
do you belong to –

the ‘Dealership Chapter’ or the one I belong to – the
‘original Surrey Chapter’?”

Pause for deep breath.

As one of over a million HOG members world-wide, and
as a long time member of one of the oldest HOG
Chapters in the UK, a lot went through our Road
Captain’s mind with a question like that.

First there’s the logical stuff. It seems kind of obvious,
but if you’re a chapter, you gotta be able to say what
exactly you’re a chapter of … don’t you? And on what
grounds can a club claim to be  ‘the original’? The
number of years your members have paid their dues?
The respect for your club by the other 29 UK HOG
Chapters? The support that the Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle Company gives you?

Then there’s all the feel-good stuff about belonging to
a kosher HOG Chapter. You know the kind of thing: it’s
cool when wearing the Chapter colours (and flying its
flag) means what it’s supposed to; the Annual HOG
Charter means that you know what the club is all about
and how its Officers are supposed to be running things –
and what you can do if they don’t; and it’s kind of nice to
know that you will be smiled at by a half a million other
people across the planet who immediately know what
you stand for by the Chapter patches on your back.

Then there’s the politics stuff. You know how it goes –
clubs can get too big, multiple agendas form, people
start to take themselves too seriously, splits happen,
events get re-interpreted, histories get re-written. It
happened to Surrey HOG two years ago. As it did ten
years or so before that.

It happened last year in Birmingham. It’s happening to
New Forest Branch as you read this. It happens all the
time. When it does, some people follow their friends;
some follow their principles; if you’re lucky, principles
and friends coincide, and the choice is easy.

The troublesome part is guys like this pleasant store
owning geezer who have no historical perspective and
have had little time to figure out this whole HOG Chapter
thing. The trick in dealing with it is to remember who has
which problem.

Deep breath over.

So how did our Road Captain respond to the question?
Easy. He pointed directly past the store owner’s
shoulder to another product display. “Now that is very
distinctive”, he said with a broad smile, “how much is
that one over there?”

See, in the end, this Harley thing is all about choosing
what feels comfortable and then enjoying it. Life’s way
too short for anything else.

Ride safe and enjoy your Harley – whoever you choose
to ride with. If it’s Surrey HOG, welcome to our sixteenth
year! The ride programme is underway and Sharon is
waiting to charm you out of £22 with a smile that makes
it utterly painless.

Dik Gregory, Assistant Director     



And it’s

Hello

from

me!

As I start my Twelfth year as a Surrey Hog
Chapter member, I feel extremely honoured
to have been recently voted Assistant
Director by the Committee.

During our recent Committee reshuffle we
welcomed Sharon as our new Membership Sec,

who if you don’t know now, you soon will!!

Howard along with Sharon did a great job as

Activities Officers last year and I’m sure will do
an even better job this year.

We also welcomed back Vera as our LOH with
Anne at her side, so all you lovely ladies saddle

up for some great LOH events (more Champagne

please “hic”).

Graham also returned to his role of Safety Officer

with responsibility for organising the training of the

road crew.

We now have a very willing and able team to

put together an exciting and varied ride-out
programme, but and it’s a big BUT, we would like

input from everyone with ideas and suggestions.

This can be easily done by replying directly to
the e-shot. If you have given us your email address

you should receive this weekly. As you all know,

our principal form of communication is via the web
site and email, don’t forget! We also have the

SurreyHOG line 0845 094 1171 which is be

updated weekly.

Our current ride-out schedule has some old

favourites and some new events. If they are
successful, they can then become established

for a while and take over from other events.

This constant evolution keeps the enthusiasm of
the road crew to try new rides and the membership

to rejoin each year.

Every winter there is a planning meeting to put the

framework of the schedule together, these are

usually quite lively affairs, loads of ideas and too

few weekends to fit them all in.

The riding season traditionally starts with the

Pioneer Run in mid March and ends mid October
if the weather holds, giving us between 28 and 30

weekends to cram in loads of ride-outs, weekends

away, the odd 10 day trip (if you can talk her
indoors in to it) and that’s not forgetting the

fortnight family holiday.

So when you think about it, it’s not much time at all,
and some of us even have to go to work as well!!!

No wonder we are a stressed out nation”

“having fun is a serious business” so plan
early to make sure the limited time we have

on the bike is the time

you have the most fun.

Keith Dorling

Assistant Director
& Treasurer



The Long

Way

Round

Hi, my name is William. You
possibly know my dad who has a
black Softail Duluxe and a Electra
Glide, (you know, the good looking
Guy...ed). I am 12 years old and
ever since I was a little boy I have
wanted to do something for charity.

So, inspired by watching the DVD,
The Long Way Round, with Charlie
Boorman and Ewan McGregor
going around the world on
motorbikes, I decided to go pillion,
with my Dad, all the way round the
UK from the most southerly point,
Lands End in Cornwall, to the most
northerly point which is John O’
Groats in Scotland.

Motor cycling is one of my hobbies
which I share with my Dad, so for
my thirteenth birthday I chose to do
this trip. I have always wanted to do
something that I enjoy but for
people less fortunate than me can
get something out of it as well.

The hospice that I have chosen is
Chestnut Tree House Hospice in
West Sussex. The hospice is run for
children who may not make it into
adulthood and their families. It was
built in 2003 so it is quite new; and
it is the only child’s Hospice in West
Sussex that can accommodate up
to 400 children and their families.

Day 1

Arundel West Sussex to Redruth,
Cornwall. We set off from our house
at about 9am with two good friends,
Colin, on Dad’s Harley and Mark on
his KTM Adventurer, who were
joining us on the first leg of our long
journey. We arrived at the Hospice,
which was a lovely place, where we
had our pictures taken by the bikes
and then a guided tour around the
Hospice.

At around 11am we set off on our
long journey, a lot longer one than I
had thought. We started towards
Land’s End and at about 12:30 we
stopped off at a roadside café.
Once we had had lunch we waved
Colin and Mark off and started the
long journey by ourselves. We
drove a few miles to Stonehenge
where we took some pictures. We
passed Exeter and went through
Dartmoor.

Soon we were at Land’s End where
we took a few pictures of the bike
by the signpost but didn’t get the
official one because there was too
much of a queue. With our pictures
taken we had a quick look around
the place. We got back on the road
and drove for about 20 miles down
the road to Redruth where we found
a B&B to stay the night in.

Day 2 Redruth to Windermere, The
Lake District. We woke up, had
breakfast and got the bike, for today
we had decided to get lots of miles
done so we could spend more time
in Scotland. From Redruth we went
back up to Exeter, to Bristol and to

Manchester; by now the roads were
full of nose to tail traffic.

We got to the Lakes where we tried
to find a hotel but what we didn’t
realise was that in the coming
week-end there was going to be a

flying boat show so everywhere was
full. After about an hour trying to
find a hotel we found a very
expensive one but as we were on a
charity ride they gave us a room
half price. After 13 hours in the
saddle we finally got a room.

Day 3 Windermere to Fort William,
West Scotland. Up quite late today
and because we were ahead of
schedule we went looking around
Windermere and Bowness where
we hired a boat and went sailing
around the lake. After a quick drink
we set off. First was Kinock pass
which was 20 miles of beautiful
scenery and amazing roads. After a
few miles we entered Scotland
where we had a quick stop at a café
overlooking a small loch, which was
nice.

We then headed to Glasgow. By
this time it had stared to rain -he
first time I have ever been to
Scotland and it rains! Compared to
the lakes the lochs are like oceans,
they just kept on going and going
through lovely hills and valleys. So
finally we neared Fort William
where we stayed in a hotel
overlooking a loch. While we were
staying there we met a very nice
couple who we passed the

Day 4

Fort William to Wick, near John O
Groats. Going for John O Groats
today! The night before we had
decided to get on the road before 8
am so we could get some good
roads done. So we woke up at
7:50am had a good breakfast where
we were joined by our friends who
we met last night.

Once breakfast was over we
packed up the bike and set off:
10am. We had planned to go up to
Kyles of Lochalsh and take the a



coastal road which ran up the west
coast but as time got on we realised
that if we wanted to get to John O
Groats before night fall then we had
to go a different way. So we cut
across to the east coast, towards
Inverness and on a fast road and
headed up the east coastal road,
passing Loch Ness as we went.

Through Wick and about 15miles
north was John O Groats where we
had our picture taken by the
signpost and had a quick look
around the shops. At 6pm all the
shops were closing down but we
stayed a while and talked to two
bikers. After that we headed back to
Wick where we found a hotel,
parked up, unloaded, and had a
great fish dinner.

Day 5

Wick to Stirling. We woke up very
early today, about 8am from a good
nights sleep and after having a
filling breakfast we geared up and
left at about 10am.

We had decided to stop off and
have a look at a distillery. We rode
for a 100 miles and found the
Glenmorangie distillery, which was
recommended to us by the hotel
manager; after a 40 minute
interactive tour around the distillery,
we bought a few things at the shop
and headed down to Stirling along a
narrow scenic road. Once we got
there, we booked early into a hotel
and went to bed.

By now the miles were having an
effect on us. We were both tired
and dad’s neck was hurting.

Day 6

Stirling to Gateshead, England.
Today we decided to have a lazy
day because it was only 150 miles
to our next destination, and we
could afford to have more time in
Stirling.

Once we had had breakfast we
walked down to the tour bus stop
and waited for the next bus. On the
bus we passed through Stirling
Castle, then the university where
my step mum used to go. Then we
stopped off at the Wallace
Monument, which is a very tall
tower in memory of one of the
greatest highland freedom fighters.
Once we were at the top we could
see all around the town and to the
hills.

Most of the way down to Newcastle
was on A roads but 25 miles each
side of the Scottish-English boarder
was lovely twisting roads. Back in
England the roads were very plain
and boring, compared to the
Scottish roads.

When we were in Newcastle, the
traffic was very bad and it was
raining quite badly but soon we got
to the friend we were staying with,
who is my step mum’s godmother
and is a very nice lady. We had a
good meal there and the comfiest
bed that I have had this trip!

Day 7

Gateshead to home! We left quite
early in the morning because we
had a lot of miles to do. We were
going to do main roads down to the
south of England, most of the way
was by the A1, and it was going to
be the 2nd biggest day concerning
miles. The time flew because I
knew that we were going home.
Once we got home we had a drink
and went straight to bed. Oh sleep.
A total of 2143miles!

I feel I have learnt so much from
this adventure; much of the fun is
planning and organizing of the trip. I
feel that this has challenged me in
more ways than I have ever
imagined both physically and
mentally. We met some great
people who were so supportive of
our trip and donated generously.
Thank you to you all.

If you pledged or would still like too,
could cheques be made payable to
Chestnut tree hospice and sent to
William Jenkins, Middlemere, West
Mare Lane, Marehill, West Sussex
RH202EA.

To date we have raised over £1250,
most of which has been gift aided
so we are way over £1500 in total.
Thanks for reading my little foray

William Jenkins

PS. For the observant amongst our
readers, we did the trip on Dad’s
BMW GS and not one of the
Harleys. Not sure why, but it just
worked out like that.



The Softail

Sisters are back!

After a lot of arm twisting (albeit
gently) from all sides Anne and I
have agreed to represent the
Ladies of Harley once more at our
Club.

We had a lot of fun the first time
round raising the profile of the
Ladies not only in the Club, but with
H.O.G. generally. Those of you who
were around then will probably
remember that the LOH were very
active, organising fashion shows
and pantomimes, the Champagne
trip and subsequent twinning with
the Reims chapter, the sponsorship
of an American Eagle at a Bird
Sanctuary, the Hawaiian Party at
Lloret de Mar with Surrey HOG
tattoos, the famous (or should I say
infamous) Lady of Harley Cocktail,
CBT training for budding lady
Harley riders. etc. etc. In fact we
instigated the first ever LOH
meeting with Harley-Davidson to
discuss the needs of female riders
and pillion.  And we modelled
leather fashion for one of the major
women’s magazines.

A lot has happened since and
Surrey HOG certainly has changed
– and if you ask me, I prefer it as it
is today – small, but perfectly
formed.

As before, we do need the help of
ALL you Surrey LOH. We’d like to
get some idea of what you think
LOH should stand for within the
Club and what you suggest we
should do together – after all this is
about having fun, and lots of it!

Anne has already come up with lots
of ideas, for example an evening at
Girl2bike in Dorking, a trip to a H-D
Dealership for some retail therapy
(since we are still orphans).

At the last Committee Meeting we
discussed a dedicated event run by
the LOH, probably in the summer.
Importantly, the Surrey LOH doesn’t
just include lady riders, please
please please - pillion riders, do get
involved, we need you!

This brings me to the serious
subject of membership. For some
strange reason only people who
ride a Harley themselves are
currently members of the Chapter.
We discussed in the last Committee
Meeting making pillions ‘honorary
members’ on the back of their
partners (so to speak). I don’t know
how you feel about this, but I think it
is a bit unfair on couples who both
ride – they have to pay double
membership and also it may not
give the pillion riders the status they
deserve.

In the past we had ‘family’
membership and perhaps there is a
case for re-introducing this next
year, so that pillion riders are
members in their own right. Given
that many of you see yourselves as
equal partners when it comes to the
Harley, you may want this
manifested in your membership as
well. Let us know how you feel
about this, and we’ll put it to the
Committee.

You may already know this,  but
only H.O.G. members can be
members of a Chapter and if you
are a female H.O.G. member you
can become a Lady of Harley,
which is free, but not automatic. As
a passenger or part of a couple, you
may be an ‘Associate Member’ at
£25 p.a.

rather than a Full Member at £46
p.a. For further information, look at
the H.O.G. website: www.hog.com
or phone their Free number:
0080011112223.

Lastly for now, we’d like to establish
an email list, so that we can get in
touch with you if something is
happening, other than just at Club
Night, ride outs or events. If you
have an email address and are
happy to receive the odd email from
us,  p lease  send  i t  to
vera.sommer@surreyhog.info with
your full name (and your partner’s
name, if relevant, so that we can
match you up!). Otherwise we can
always reach you via the Surrey
HOG member’s email address.

Perhaps you have already some
suggestions for us, we’d love to
hear them! How about:
“Tips to combat helmet hair” o r
“Two essential things every LOH
should have in her bag at a rally”.

Well, that’s all for today. Let’s get
the Surrey LOH Show back on the
road!

Vera and Anne

PS. If this article is read by a male
Harley Rider, please pass it on to
your female partner!



A tale of two
Toy Runs

Reading December 9
th

Portsmouth December 15
th

Well if global warming means that
we can enjoy year round riding in
comfort then I’m all for it, so far this
year I have only had to wear my
winter gloves once, and that was on
my way to Yorkshire in November.
Anyway as ever I digress.
This was to be a tale of three toy
runs, but I never found details of the
local run the week before.
So the morning after the Christmas
Party found me tying on some moth
eaten tinsel onto Milly, I headed up
the motorway for the 50miles to
Reading.

The Reading toy run has been
going for 21 years now, originally
started by the Reading Christian
Motorcyclists Association, who
although now disbanded run the
event with style.
Dressing as Santas seems to be
de-riguer  (if only my suit would fit,
maybe a diet calls ) but there were
also penguins, elves, snowmen and
all manor of decorated bikes.
A good presence by both Thames
Valley HOG and Oxford HOG
Harley riders

The run heads from a car park near
to the M4 but is hidden away The
trick seems to be exit the M4 and

then wait and follow a decorated
bike who looks as though they know
the way, a trick which worked for
me.
The ride (which took 20 minutes to
clear the car park) heads for a
nearby Banardo’s home where toys
and gifts are distributed.

It was led by the lass with the
georgeous purple Sportster, sadly I
hear this was involved in an
accident on the way home but
although the bike is damaged, the
rider is OK. This year I did not go on
the whole ride, but headed back for
a family meal and missed the rain
by minutes.
The Saturday after in glorious
sunshine  I headed down to
Portsmouth and a run buy the local
MAG group. A smaller event with
165 bikes at the official count.
Not quite so many Harley riders
here despite the perfect day, It was
great riding along the coast at
South Sea with public waving and
cheering.

Our destination this time was the
Mary Rose school, a specialist
school, and some of the kids were
there to watch us arrive, the smiles
on their faces said it all.

And as we pulled up, I parked next
to my friend Julie whom had made
the run from Bromley on her 125,
well done gal, and good luck for
your test.
A cracking ride back, where one bit
of tinsel fell off, I’m surprised it
lasted that long.
A great couple of rides, and nice to
do some “feel good events”
Bosun



NEC
MOTORCYCLE
SHOW 2006

I do try to attend this two-wheeler
exhibition every year and this year
was no exception.
I travelled up to the show together
with my brother, Mike. I always use
the car as transport because I never
know exactly what bargains I’ll
come away with or what sizes
they’ll be.
It wasn’t a particularly nice day,
weather wise, but as we’re indoors
this didn’t worry us.
Once parked we walked the several
hundred yards to the main
entrance, passing, on the way, the
Harley ‘V-Rod Experience’ where
riders were offered the chance to
test drive the V-Rod stable of bikes,
under supervision, on the local
roads. I believe they supplied
helmets and suitable leather
clothing for all participants. A group
of riders had just arrived and all
were smiling with approval. I think
this experience paid off for Harley-
Davidson.
Once inside we made tracks for the
H-D stand. On the way passing the
Carole Nash stand of custom bikes.
Beautiful works of machine
engineering with lashings of chrome
are a sight to behold but I can’t help
wondering if these bikes are ever
used on the road as modes of
transport. If not, then they are just
works of art to me, almost sculpture
like, very impressive to look at but
of no practical use at all. Would
anyone ever buy one to use on the
road regularly? In the past I have
been on ride outs where some
fantastic custom examples have
been in attendance. That’s when I
really appreciate the bike, when it’s
rolling along the road among us.

It could be that being practical has
nothing to do with customising. I
just couldn’t see myself utilising my
bike, with a rear wheel of this
quality, on anything but the driest,
sunniest day.

As far as original workmanship is
concerned then I think that there
are British custom bike builders that
are easily on par with the best in the
world. There certainly was an
impressive collection here today.

At the multi-level H-D stand there
were people crawling all over it like
ants on something sweet. There
were short queues at every bike,
male and females just eager to be
‘cool’ for just a few minutes, or
enough time for another to take a
photograph of them.
There was certainly a lot of interest
in the prototype XR 1200, based
around the sportster model.

This model is aimed at the younger
aged of us in the European market
in particular and will go into full
production if there is enough
interest. I think this bike looked
fantastic. It would be interesting to

know what price H-D will be selling
it at.
I couldn’t take any decent photos at
this time, as there was never a clear
view of any of the bikes. As I
said…’ants!’
I decided to pop back later, towards
the end of the day, in the hope that I
would have more chance of a clear
stand.
So Mike and I trawled the many
stands selling all things ‘bike
orientated’. Mike had raided his
piggy bank and was buying bike
cover, ground anchor, heavy-duty
chain and lock, full-face helmet and
various other items, all at ridiculous
knocked down prices. I, in fact,
bought very little as I already have
all those things from last year. If you
want some advice though, haggle
and buy towards the end of the day
when there aren’t so many
customers around.
I did notice that there was a decline
in motorcycle manufacturers
exhibiting this year. I heard the
rumour that the organisers were just
charging too much for the space.
Let’s hope that the absentees will
be back next year.
Having said that, some of the larger
manufacturers had colossal stands.
Honda, BMW, Kawasaki and even
Harley-Davidson’s stand was
almost twice as big as last year’s!
I told Mike I would return to the H-D
stand to take some pics and would
catch up with him again shortly. My
strategy paid off!

I was lucky to have two models
pose for me over four pics but have
only included the best one here.
Mike was a little concerned that I
took so long to return. I explained
that I had to get the poses right.
You do understand my dilemma
don’t you?

                        By Roger Bonnici



Well what a
year that was

So here we are late
December a new year just
about to begin, and I’m
hoping the storms subside for
a ride on January 1st

Well what a year it has been
Hot and sunny, then damp
then back to hot and sunny,
with more great riding
weekends than we have had
in many a year.
Certainly for me it has been
one of the best biking years I
have ever had, with more
smiles per mile than ever.
Although I have only
managed one HOG Rally,
mostly down to doctor’s
orders I have still notched up
just less than 9,000 miles.
With a mix of owner’s clubs
events, one day events,
Forum events (I’m in several
online biker forums) rallies
and parties it has made for a
varied old year, with some
unexpected surprises,
highlights for me include: a
January 1st Ride out of just
under 200 miles

Blatting around the deserted
south coast in January on my
own
100% Biker Forum gathering
at Arncott
Pioneer run, in the sun,
 New forest in the sun

Dartmoor at Easter with
friends. It was damp, but what
a great set of memories.
Then almost 2 months of not
being able to ride, I was going
ga ga, and the less said about
padlocking front mudguards
the better 
Celebrating the doctors
saying I could get back on the
bike with a ride to Norfolk, a
400 mile round trip
Starting my own website,
www.Bosunsbikes.com in
July, which as I write has had
142.421 hits, this has led to
submitting photographs to
both Back Street heroes and
100% Biker hopefully being
paid for both.
SOFER Rally what an event!!
A wet run to Calne Motorcycle
day near Swindon and the
Siobhathon a charity event
near Bedford on the same
day Ace Café NCC Chopper
day
Reaching Lands End, and
thus completing John o
Groats to Lands end within a
year, on the same bike
Ali Bongos  “show us your
bongo’s” a brilliant party,
sadly now they are
disbanding

And wherever you go H.O.G
are everywhere and you soon
end up having a chat
The Mabon rally
Brightona
A trip to the triumph factory,
which was fascinating
Hogging the Bridge
And the list can go on no
weekend is without something
somewhere.
Oh and this year 56 points on
the ABC of touring.
It was a shame the Oxford
weekend never took off
And of course the Christmas
bash.
Basically it’s been great, and
already 2007 is building up,
with events in France,
Bedford, Devon, Shropshire
and Oxford penned in
This should be good.
Better book my next service

Ian Thoburn



Honfleur to St.
Pol – sur –
Ternoise.

Friday the 27th October, 6.00 am
and cold as ice on the M20. Well at
least it was dry. We should have
donned our super warm winter
gloves from the start but we weren’t
going to pull over and change them
in case we decided to turn around
and head back to that warm duvet.
It virtually took the entire Eurotunnel
journey snuggling up to the 1450
lump to feel warm again.
Six weeks prior we had organised a
long weekend away, accompanied
by another couple on their custom
Fat Boy, to Honfleur on the
northwest coast of France. But due
to an unforeseen illness in their
family, the other couple had to
cancel their trip two days prior to
leaving. We planned to stay two
days in Honfleur and two days with
some friends of ours, Paul Thomas
and Sue Fairbairn who run a B&B
converted farmhouse for bikers in
St Pol-sur-Ternoise, about seventy
miles southwest of Lille.

 After a brisk pace using the A16
south from Calais then the A28/A29
to pick up the N15 west to Le Havre
we came to Le Pont de Normandie,
a most spectacular cable stayed
bridge connecting Le Havre with
Honfleur.

Completed in 1995 this bridge
spans 2800 feet and is 165 feet
above sea level at its highest point.
The sun came out to greet us as we
crossed the bridge into Honfleur.
Within half hour we had checked
into the hotel and were now walking
around the harbour. We had never
seen so many restaurants and bars
in such a small area. All of them so
very, very inviting!

A drink in one bar overlooking the
many yachts in the old harbour was
just the ticket before returning to the
hotel for a quick makeover before
dinner at one of the very fine
eateries.
The following morning we perused
the large open harbourside market
that sold everything from jewellery,
clothing and kitchenware to
binoculars, sewing machines and
foodstuffs.

Honfleur is such a pretty harbour
village and well worth a visit. There
are so many little shops and side
streets to explore. There is always
something to catch your attention.
However, I had promised Tracy a
quick look at Deauville, further
down the coast before lunch, so we
packed what we had and set off
along the coast road. As you enter
‘regal’ Deauville the rather grand
Casino, adjacent to the harbour,
greets you. The hotels along this
part of the coast are enormous and
grandiose. The beaches are usually
spotless; fine sanded and the
walkways around the town, always
clean and well kept. All so very
expensive.
We then headed east along the
A132 to Pont  L’Eveque where we
parked the Road King across the

road from a very quaint little
restaurant and settled down for
some lunch and refreshment.
Suitably sustained we were now
aiming for Rouen along the N138
and running almost due east. We
got there within the hour and found
the traffic congestion, within the
city, unbearable.

 It meant that we had to stop for
more refreshment. Any excuse!
Rouen has a fair number of
churches and cathedrals and, given
more time, we would have
investigated further than we did but
we were due at St Pol around 7.30
pm and didn’t want to keep our
hosts waiting.
The countryside in this area is all
agricultural and very flat. You can
see ten miles or so to the horizon.
The roads are relatively quiet and
straight. With the sun shining on our
backs every mile was a pleasure.
In Abbeville we stopped for coffee
and pastries and, also, a welcomed
leg stretch. The river Somme
passes right through this very pretty
town. The long shadows from the
late afternoon sun makes a perfect
picture.
Now we travelled east to pick up the
D941 at St-Riquier, pushing
northwards through one pretty
village to the next. Up through Aux-
le-Chateau to Frevent, sitting on the
river Canch. Along this route we
saw more livestock than people and
surprisingly, very little traffic on the
road.
St. Pol-sur-Ternoise is due north
from Frevent just off the N25 but we
still had to make a quick phone call
to Sue and Paul to direct us in to
their abode. Now, 7.00 pm we
pulled in carefully under the arch to
their courtyard, our destination
reached.



Paul directed us into an adjoining
barn where we parked the bike up.
They have a drying room in here
too should riders have wet weather
gear.
‘Les Ballastieres’ has three newly
decorated double rooms. All
tastefully decorated and warm.
There is a super central heating
system installed throughout and
they are working on further rooms
to complete for the New Year.

Paul and Sue have been in St Pol
for about three years now. Sue
speaks fluent French and is
resident at the farmhouse whilst
Paul tends to commute between St
Pol and the UK most weekdays.
They have been Harley owners and
HOG members for years and love
riding at every opportunity.
They showed us to our warm and
cosy room, which had an ensuite
too. They had pre-arranged dinner
at a local restaurant for us, all we
needed to do was be ready in
twenty minutes!
So while one of us unpacked, the
other showered, then vice versa. It
worked - clean, groomed and
famished!  Lead the way Sue and
Paul!
Sue’s hearty continental breakfast
the following morning put us in good
stead ready for our trip to the city of
Lille, about an hour and a half’s
drive away, taking the minor scenic
roads.

This city is big. It is Sunday and
there are people everywhere. The

main square is where we parked
up, together with quite a few other
bikes. The Christmas decorations
were already up in the surrounding
streets and a number of main
buildings were bedecked in festoon
lights. They had recently had an
Indian Bollywood style festival here
and there were reminders
everywhere.

The architecture in Lille is
magnificent and well worth a visit.
Retail therapists will love the
abundance of designer shops. Even
the bakers and patisseries are a
marvel to explore, and their wares a
delight to taste.

We were walking back to our bike
when a cacophony of car horns,
motorbike horns and blaring music
surrounded us. It was someone’s
wedding parade and there was a
‘conga’ of cars, bikes and people
celebrating, holding up the traffic in
their wake. There were some
talented bike riders doing wheelies
around the main square. They didn’t
care a fig about anyone else but it
was all good-natured.
There is a particularly impressive
cathedral in central Lille. These
structures always attract my
attention, as they are so grand. One
tends to feel so insignificant in size
and this one felt the same. You can
imagine all those many years ago,
workers, stonemasons and glaziers
perched up high on some sort of
scaffold and labouring over years,
sometimes a generation or two,
culminating in this wondrous tribute
to their faith.

We had walked for a several hours
now, eaten lunch and drunk more of
that lovely French coffee when the
time had come to make a return
back to St. Pol for dinner at ‘Les
Ballastieres’.
A lovely evening meal with wine,
dessert and coffee back at the
farmhouse was a perfect
compliment to our wonderful hosts
Paul and Sue, They made our stay
so pleasurable and we had loads of
laughs over mealtimes. Mind you, it
may have had something to do with
the alcohol consumed!

‘Les Ballastieres’
Tel: 0033 (0) 3 21 04 72 16
www.lesballastieres.com
supa156@cegetal.net

                        by Roger Bonnici



Route 62 Rally
Carl and Flo report from the South
African Route 62 Rally, Feb 2007.

I thought I would never go to South
Africa after seeing all the bad press
over the years, but last year Flo
said she wanted to go back in Feb
2007 to see a friend. After gentle
persuasion and the fact that there
was a H-D Rally being held slap
bang in the middle of our planned
dates, I gave in like any man would!

We booked the Rally tickets and the
hire bike via the internet in early
October 06 and went for a 2007
Heritage Softail (more to tell on this
bike later) as a Road King was not
available.

In early Feb we arrived in Cape
Town at the H-D dealership to
collect our hire bike. After
completing a simple form we were
shown to our bike. A quick run
down of the controls showed HEY!
NO alarm or immobiliser fitted!
‘Why’s that?’ I said. ‘They haven’t
worked out how to steal a H-D yet
and there is no market for stolen
Harleys. Believe me your bike will
not be stolen’ was the surprising
reply.

With that in mind we set off straight
to the Cape of Good Hope and
Cape Point.

After avoiding several Baboons on
route to the Cape we had a
fantastic ride along empty roads
with the beautiful scenery.

Grounding the Softail so early (first
decent bend in a set of mountain
curves) in the holiday, meant
‘respect’ for the days to come. Each
subsequent grounding was closely
followed by ‘Not so far over!’ ‘Take
it easy!’ and a tap on the shoulder.
You know from WHOM!

Thursday 7 Feb was the first day of
the Rally. We had been told that a
group was leaving Cape Town and
would meet at the first service
station on the N1. Unfortunately due
to a technical problem (missing a
turning and getting on to the
motorway in the wrong place) we
missed the pick up point. The tap
on the shoulder was only too
pleased to point out my error.

Cruising down the motorway (150
km between service stations) we
finally caught up with the group that
had left Cape Town, taking in light
refreshments in a road café (beers
all round). We arrived at Montague
and the Rally venue in a pack of
about 30 bikes, which felt great
after the disappointment of missing
them earlier.

The Rally would last 3 days in
which ride outs were organized.
During this time it RAINED, and
RAINED, and got COLD, and
WINDY. But true grit Brits we are, a
little rain did not deter us.

Ronnies Sex Shop ride out was the
highlight. Not a real sex shop
(shame I thought). Just a bar in the
middle of NOWHERE. The story
goes, not long after he opened a
few years ago some bright spark
decided to write the letters EX
between Ronnies and Shop on one
side of the building. This started to
get customer calling in so he then
wrote EX on the other side of the
building and that brought more
customers in (great PR).

You will, however, find several bras
and knickers hanging from the bar
area (easy, boys).



On the way back we stopped for
some light refreshment (beers all
round) where I engaged in a little
hugging match with a 3.5 meter
Python (see photo) Every man’s
dream to have his own Python (and
girlfriend!?)

There was a fantastic stunt show
held in Montague town on the
Friday, using one of the roads of the
main high street. This enabled all
the townspeople to watch as well. I
have never seen a Buell or a V Rod
for that matter used like that before
in stunt show. Truly mind blowing.

Live music was on tap from 9am till
the early hours of the morning as
was the beer and food, mostly
cooked on the Braai (or Barbie as
we know it). One lucky guy won a
new Sportster 1200 in the Saturday
night Raffle.

The 2007 Heritage Softail is not for
me after riding it for 4 days. It drinks
fuel (not that was a problem in SA
as fuel 50p per litre) but the 5th and
6th gear sounds as if it’s going to
blow up. A long whining noise that
sounds like metal on metal and it is
so distinctive that at first it made me
keep shutting down the throttle. 6th
gear would not pull up a slight hill
so I was having to constantly
change down. I was told back at the
dealership it was a characteristic of
the model. Make sure you test drive
one before buying, so you know
what to expect.

My overall thoughts on South
Africa? FANTASTIC people, roads
and value. Would I go back again?
YES. Truly a breathtaking place,
winding roads which are empty and
in 1

st
 class order. Eating out for two

for as little as £10 up to £20 in the
best area in Cape Town Quayside,
the V&A.

I am planning to go back to take
flying lessons – possibly next Feb! If
the tap on the shoulder agrees!!

Where next? Dubai maybe…

Carl & Flo



Christmas

Cracker

2006
Sat 9th December
“Hand In Hand” Boxhill

What a great little venue for a
Christmas soiree, once you had

found the way in that was, at

least I wasn’t the only one who
was confused and following the

signs had walked round the

outside of the building

A decent pint of London Pride, at

a reasonable price, a wicked

chicken curry, good or that
should read “the best” company,

a DJ and  “Steeler” the band

were great with an excellent

combination of new and old
songs.

And all for a not too wallet

frightening price.
A great night out, Christmas has

started in style.

Thanks to all for making it
special

Lots of pictures for you, roll on

the start of the season party.

Ian
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Magazine: 
Remember this is YOUR Magazine 
- we encourage our members to create their
own articles!
Do you have an interesting story with pictures of a
Chapter event that you have attended? Why not
Download the members ‘WORD’ template from our web
site, create your own page and forward it for publication
to graham.woods@surreyhog.info 
(The commitee reserve the right to edit out any offensive material)

WEBSITE: http://www.surreyhog.info our
website is your first port of call for the latest on what's
happening. It has a lot of information of interest to
Chapter members, and is maintained on a day by day
basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally, it contains a
historical record of what we have been up to - including
pictures. Is there anything else you would like to see on
the website? then contact
dik.gregory@surreyhog.info


